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* Clinging foam
* Fast-acting
* Deodorizes

* Fortified with natural, orange terpenes
* Use on any water-safe surface

* Vinyl * Porcelain
* Tools * Appliances
* Tables * Stainless Steel
* Plastics * Kitchen Surfaces
* Restrooms * Bathroom Tile
* All Walls * Laundry Pre spot
* All Floors * Sinks & Showers

* Foam provides extra cleaning power
* Quickly wets, penetrates, and emulsifies soils
* Fast removal of oily and greasy soils 

* Schools * Office Buildings
* Institutions * Government Buildings
* Hospitals * Hotels
* Nursing Homes * Motels
* Restaurants * Churches
* Cafeterias * Airports
* Shopping Malls * Factories
* Show Rooms * Country Clubs

Fragrance....................Citrus orange
Color...............................Red-orange
pH...............................................12.0
Freeze/thaw............................Stable
Shelf life.....................................2 yr.

Penetration.................................Very fast
Wetting......................................Excellent
Emulsification............................Complete
Solubility in water............................100%
Rinsability.................................Complete

Viscosity...............................Free-flowing
Flash point.......................................None
Fumes..............................................None
Density............................................1.016

Simply, spray it on and wipe it off. 
Leaves no streaks, films, or smudges.

Authorized by the USDA for use in federally 
inspected meat and poultry plants. 
Classification C-1,  for use on al l 
surfaces in inedible product processing 
areas, nonprocessing areas, a n d / o r 
e x t erior areas.

This ready-to-use, all-purpose cleaner/degreaser is safe to use on a wide variety of surfaces. Simply, spray it on with the 
convenient trigger sprayer and wipe it off. Its high-foaming action extends the product's contact time and quickly 
dissolves the toughest filth, grease, dirt, oil, wax, ink, resin, carbon, soot, and soap scum. Furthermore, it will not harm water-safe 
surfaces. This excellent, penetrating formulation is aided by the advancement of a new, organic solvent that is derived 
from orange oil. In addition, it is biodegradable, nonflammable, nontoxic, and does not produce any objectionable fumes when 
sprayed. It is also excellent as a laundry pre spot and does not contain butyl cellosolve.
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